
BY THE NUMBERS
REPURPOSING



Pharmaceutical industry pipelines have become increasingly inefficient and less productive. In the U.S., the number of 
new drugs approved per billion dollars spent on research has approximately

since 1950, falling around 80-fold in inflation-adjusted terms

EMBARK IS HELPING FILL THE GAP WITH REPURPOSED DRUGS

WHY REPURPOSED DRUG DEVELOPMENT MAKES SENSE

HALVED
EVERY      YEARS9



ADVANTAGES OF REPURPOSING VS. NEW DRUG DEVELOPMENT

Repurposed drugs have 

the rate of regulatory approval 
than new drugs
(30%* vs. 8-10%)

*Presumably higher where human data exists

Repurposed drugs achieve 
regulatory approval in less than 

the time of new drugs
(average 6.5 vs. 12-15 years)

and regulatory approval for a

of the cost of new drug 
development 

(average cost of $40-80M vs. an average for 
new drug development of $1-2+B)

3x
FRACTION

HALF

$2.4
Total annual healthcare costs for 
US patients who have a disease 

with no effective therapy is

TRILLION



We stay away from ”moonshots,” 
(i.e., Alzheimers) and heavily-
pursued indications with high 
risk/high cost (i.e., NASH), or 

where there are huge technical 
challenges (i.e., CRISPR, CAR-T)

We look for market opportunities 
that have

annual revenue potential
or more

$500+ 2-5
MILLION

$10-$15
YEARS

MILLION

We look for opportunities where   
we can hit an inflection point in

with modest investment of

NO
MOONSHOTS 

EMBARK’S APPROACH TO REPURPOSING



REPURPOSED DRUGS PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE

Over the last five years, 
repurposed drugs accounted for 

of 

FDA approvals

45%
Repurposed drugs generate some

BILLION

~25% 
of all drug revenue

At the current rate of new drug 
development, it would take

YEARS

to discover and develop 
treatments for all 7,000 diseases 

currently without a cure

$500 500
ALL



FOCUSING ON ORPHAN DRUGS MAKES GOOD SENSE

Rare diseases affect some

MILLION

worldwide

rare diseases affect some

MILLION
Americans

30 400
7,000 FDA approved therapies address 

of all rare diseases

(only 400 licensed treatments)

5%



BENEFITS OF HAVING AN ORPHAN DRUG DESIGNATION
Orphan Drug Designation

provides

market exclusivity from 
competition from 

the time of approval
(10 years in Europe), 

plus significant tax benefits

7
YEARS

IN ADDITION TO ORPHAN 
DESIGNATION:

New Chemical Entity (NCE) is given

exclusivity during which time a 
competitor cannot file for     approval 

of a competing drug
(8+2 in Europe)

5
YEARS

To incentivize development of 
medications and treatments 

for rare diseases,                
the US government offers 
pharmaceutical companies     

a tax credit equal to

of clinical testing costs

25%



ORPHAN DRUG SALES CONTINUE TO GROW

Worldwide, orphan drug sales are 
forecast to grow at a CAGR of

which is approximately 

DOUBLE
the rate forecast for               

non-orphan drugs

12.3%,

Pipeline orphan drugs account  
for over a

of total R&D pipeline sales 
through to 2024

Orphan drug sales in 2024 of 

BILLION

is estimated at almost 

DOUBLE
2018 sales

THIRD
$242



HOW THE 
NUMBERS      

ADD UP

Repurposed drugs involve LESS RISK, because of their 
known safety profile. Further, we seek out drugs where 
HUMAN DATA exists for the new indication.

Repurposed drugs have a SHORTER ROUTE to regulatory 
approval and a HIGHER RATE OF APPROVAL.

Repurposed drugs can gain approval at a FRACTION OF 
THE COST of de novo drugs.

Adding IP (i.e., new patents) and gaining orphan drug 
designation and other regulatory distinction (i.e., new 
chemical entity), provides MARKET EXCLUSIVITY.

Repurposed drugs bring PATIENTS IN NEED life-saving, 
life-changing therapy, HELP PHARMA fill their late-stage 
pipeline, all the while BENEFITING INVESTORS.
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THE COMPANIES OF 
EMBARK HEALTHCARE

WOOLWORTH BUILDING
233 BROADWAY

SUITE 1750
NEW YORK, NY 10279

REMEDY PHARMACETICALS
MARTIN PHARMACETICALS
WOOLSEY PHARMACETICALS
LEARMONT PHARMACETICALS
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